Political Science News and Notes
August 2014

Faculty Publications:

Professor Middleton has an article in the latest issue of the *Seton Hall Legislative Journal*: http://scholarship.shu.edu/shlj/vol38/iss2/3/

Professor Rochester has a forthcoming book entitled *The New Warfare: Rethinking Rules for An Unruly World* to be published by Paradigm Press.

Faculty in the Media

8/10/14-Professors Robertson & Kimball were quoted in the STL Post-Dispatch on MO Constitutional Amendments: http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/why-are-proposed-amendments-to-missouri-constitution-proliferating/article_ceda5903-6db1-57a1-86d6-5012051f28f7.html

8/10/14-Professor Jones was quoted on the STL County Executive race in the STL Post-Dispatch: http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/steve-giegerich/candidates-for-st-louis-county-executive-test-themes-on-first/article_90111457-9057-5a43-bdd6-816857015e82.html

8/11/14 Professor Jones quoted in *Reuters* about the historic changes to Ferguson’s racial demographics

8/12/14-Professor Jones was quoted in the *The Atlantic*: Why Ferguson? Why now?
8/12/14-Professor Jones was quoted in the *Chicago Tribune*: Ferguson’s racial demographics

8/14/14-Professor Jones appeared on the *Southern California Public Radio (KPCC)*: Ferguson’s racial demographics

8/14/14-Professor Jones appeared on KPCC to discuss Ferguson: http://www.scpr.org/programs/airtalk/2014/08/14/38875/as-ferguson-protests-drag-on-missouri-gov-contempl/
8/14/14-Professor Kimball was quoted in *Slate*—Dynamics of race and elections

8/15/14-Professor Gros appeared on Radio Canada to discuss Ferguson:


8/20/14-Professor Jones was quoted in *Bloomberg*—Demographics and voting trends

8/20/14-Professor Robertson was quoted in the *St. Louis Public Radio*—Politicians playing a role in Ferguson

8/21/14-Prof Gros was interviewed on Washington Forum of Voice of America about Ferguson: http://www.lavoixdelamerique.com/media/video/washington-forum/2423794.html?z=3039&zp=1

8/21/14-Professor Robertson was quoted in *KMOX*—The emerging regional and national reputation of St. Louis Alderman Antonio French

8/22/14-Professor Jones was quoted in the *The Wall Street Journal*—Lack of diversity on Ferguson City Council

8/23/14-Professor Jones was quoted in the *St. Louis Post-Dispatch*—Time it takes for growing minority populations to be reflected in large numbers in their municipal government

8/23/14-Professor Kimball was quoted in *The Kansas City Star*—Voter apathy in suburban St. Louis

8/25/14-Professor Jones was quoted in the *The Wall Street Journal*—Why Ferguson’s city leadership is not racially representative

8/25/14-Professor Robertson was quoted in *KMOX*—Race relations in the St. Louis County executive race

8/26/14-Professor Kimball appeared on the “*Morning Edition* on NPR”—Demographics of most-active Ferguson voters

8/27/14-Professor Jones was quoted in the *St. Louis Public Radio*—The entity that oversees the Ferguson Police Department
8/30/14-Professor Kimball was quoted in *The New York Times*: Lag time in black majority communities electing black leaders

9/3/14-Professor Jones was quoted on *VOX*: Racial makeup of Ferguson’s government

Professor Jones appeared on *AFP*: Historic racial tensions in greater St. Louis

Notes-
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